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Introduction to the Special Issue on Streaming Media

A

DVANCES in computers, networking, and communications have created new distribution channels and business
opportunities for the dissemination of multimedia content.
Streaming audio and video over networks such as the Internet,
local area wireless networks, home networks, and commercial
cellular phone systems has become a reality and it is likely
that streaming media will become a mainstream means of
communication. Despite some initial commercial success,
streaming media still faces challenging technical issues, including quality of service (QoS) and cost effectiveness. For
example, deployments of multimedia services over 2.5G and
3G wireless networks have presented significant problems for
real time servers and clients in terms of high variability of
network throughput and packet loss due to network buffer overflows and noisy channels. New streaming architectures such
as peer-to-peer (P2P) networks and wireless ad hoc networks
have also raised many interesting research challenges.
This Special Issue is intended to address some of the principal technical challenges for streaming media by presenting a
collection of the most recent advances in research and development that take into account aspects of both the media source and
network communication, and/or provides an analysis and optimization of streaming systems.
Following an open call for papers, we received a total of
73 submissions for this Special Issue, spanning all topics in
streaming media. Due to page limitations, we have had to turn
away many fine quality papers. To ease the situation, papers by
the guest editors were not included in this Special Issue. After
an extensive and very competitive review process, we selected
16 papers for final publication. Some papers that were not
selected for publication may appear in future regular issues of
the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MULTIMEDIA. The papers in this
Special Issue are organized into four sections: Error Resilient
Streaming, Adaptive and Wireless Streaming, Novel Streaming
Architectures and Protocols, and Efficient Streaming Media
Distribution.
The first four papers deal with Error Resilient Streaming. The
papers “Globally optimal uneven error-protected packetization
of scalable code streams,” by Dumitrescu, Wu, and Wang, and
“Efficient channel code rate selection algorithms for forward
error correction of packetized multimedia bitstreams in varying
channels,” by Stankovic, Hamzaoui, and Xiong, both provide algorithms for determining how much redundancy to add to packetized media, when using erasure coding across the packets to
deal with packet loss, and/or error correction coding within each
packet to deal with packet corruption. The objective of the algorithms is to select the rates of the constituent codes to minimize the expected distortion or maximize the expected fidelity
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of the recovered media, given the number of packets and the
packet size , as well as the source and channel statistics. Dudynamic
mitrescu et al. provide a relatively efficient
programming algorithm for finding an optimal unequal error
protection (UEP) solution in the general case, while Stankovic
algorithm for finding an opet al. provide an ultrafast
timal equal error protection (EEP) solution in the case where
each packet contributes independently to the fidelity. The papers
“Wyner–Ziv coding of video: An error-resilient compression
framework,” by Sehgal, Jagmohan, and Ahuja, and “Isolated
regions in video coding,” by Hannuksela, Wang, and Gabbouj,
both provide methods for limiting error propagation due to lost
packets in predictive video coding. Sehgal et al. use a small
amount of parity information to ensure that every th intercoded frame can be recovered without error, thus limiting error
propagation to at most
frames. The authors show that this
is much more efficient than using intracoded frames for this
purpose. Hannuksela et al.introduce isolated regions, which are
spatio–temporal structures akin to highly flexible sequences of
slices. By disallowing prediction of one isolated region from
another, error propagation is limited to each region. The authors
show how to use these regions in the presence of packet loss for
mode selection, unequal error protection, random access, and
scene mixing.
The second set of four papers deals with Adaptive and
Wireless Streaming. The paper “Streaming video over variable bit-rate wireless channels,” by Stockhammer, Jenkač, and
Kuhn, addresses the issue of successful on-time video decoding
and presentation in the scenario of streaming over variable bit
rate (VBR) wireless channels. The minimum startup delay and
the minimum required receiver buffer size for a given video
bitstream and a deterministic VBR channel are derived. Theoretical bounds for the startup delay and receiver buffer size are
also derived that allow achieving certain quality of service for
random VBR wireless channels. The paper “Providing adaptive
QoS to layered video over wireless local area networks through
real-time retry limit adaptation,” by Li and van der Schaar,
proposes a cross-layer protection method that can provide
adaptive quality of service to layered coded video for improved performance of video streaming over wireless local
area networks. This is achieved by incorporating prioritized
delivery service using a priority queuing mechanism enhanced
with some packet filtering and purging functionalities, and by
unequal protection using adaptive MAC layer retransmission
limits to balance the link erasure rate and buffer overflow rate.
The paper “Seamless switching of scalable video bitstreams
for efficient streaming,” by Sun, Wu, Li, Gao, and Zhang, proposes a novel seamless switching scheme that switches among
multiple scalable video bitstreams to efficiently accommodate
channel bandwidth variations during streaming. While small
bandwidth variations are accommodated by the scalability of
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single streams, large fluctuations generate switching between
different bitstreams. A novel coding scheme is proposed to
enable drift-free switching to a smaller rate stream, while a
“switching frame” coding scheme allows jumping onto higher
rate stream. The last paper, “Double feedback streaming agent
for real-time delivery of media over 3G wireless networks,”
by Cheung, Tan, and Yoshimura, considers a system where a
server in the wired network is delivering multimedia data to a
client in a wireless network. Noting that the wired and wireless parts of the network have very different characteristics, the
authors propose the use of an agent at the junction of wired
network and wireless link to provide additional feedback information so that the system is not constrained to operate at
the minimum of the two rates allowed by wired and wireless
parts, and to enable various forms of error control mechanisms
at the agent. The authors demonstrate the potential benefits
of their proposed technique in several scenarios with different
end-to-end delays.
The third set of four papers explores Novel Streaming Architectures and Protocols. The paper “Multiple sender distributed video streaming,” by Nguyen and Zakhor, studies
a receiver-driven protocol for simultaneous video streaming
from multiple senders to a single receiver. In particular, this
work focuses on two key components of such a system. First,
the authors consider a rate allocation scheme that determines
based on current network conditions the sending rate for each
of the senders. Second, a packet partition algorithm is designed that ensures that any given video packet is sent by
only one of the senders. The paper “Quality monitoring of
video over a packet network,” by Reibman, Vaishampayan,
and Sermadevi, considers methods to monitor the quality of
video being transmitted over a network without having access to the original video data, allowing a network service
provider to evaluate the impact of packet loss on video stream
quality. The authors propose three techniques that have increasing levels of bitstream parsing. Simulation results with
MPEG-2 show that these techniques can approximate the true
distortion, with particularly accurate estimates being available
when the maximum level of bitstream parsing is enabled. The
paper “Placement of continuous media in wireless peer-to-peer
networks,” by Ghandeharizadeh, Krishnamachari, and Song,
explores a novel streaming architecture that consists of collaborating home-to-home online devices to provide on-demand
video delivery. The authors propose a novel media data replication technique that enhances the startup latency while minimizing the total storage space, and discuss its implementation
in both a centralized and a decentralized manner. In the paper
“Peer-to-peer based multimedia distribution service,” Xiang
et al. propose a novel framework for multimedia distribution
service based on P2P network. To achieve QoS awareness,
the framework builds a topology-aware overlay. In such a network, the peers self-organize themselves, and are clustered
into application groups. The requested content is distributed
in two ways: if the requested content is within the same group,
the content is delivered directly to the requestor; otherwise, a
controlled flooding search algorithm finds the content at the
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group level. To improve system performance such as service
request availability or latency, the authors investigate effectiveness of inter-group-replication and intra-group-replication
strategies. The results show that group-replication schemes
perform much better in terms of average delivery latency,
PSNR video quality, and availability of requested content,
as compared to the FreeNet system and random replication
system.
The last four papers address the problem of Efficient
Streaming Media Distribution. They respectively tackle placement of replica in scalable content distribution systems,
proxy cache allocation, proxy-based streaming to heterogeneous clients, and broadcast of media data with time-varying
demand. The paper “Minimizing delivery cost in scalable
streaming content distribution systems,” by Almeida, Eager,
Vernon, and Wright, proposes to minimize the total server and
network delivery cost in a scalable content distribution system,
by efficient placement of a carefully chosen number of replica
servers, and optimal routing of client requests and multicast
streams. The authors solve this complex optimization problem
for various client populations and realistic network topologies,
and derive helpful insights and efficient heuristics to design
large and heterogeneous systems, that are of practical interest.
The best approximate heuristic produces systems with total
delivery cost that is within 16% of optimality, with complexity
, where
is the number of nodes. The paper “Optimal proxy cache allocation for efficient streaming media
distribution,” by Wang, Sen, Adler, and Towsley, proposes
a network bandwidth optimal solution to the streaming of a
set of heterogeneous videos, from a remote server through a
proxy to multiple asynchronous clients, with a low playback
delay. The combination of proxy caching with different traditional server-based reactive transmission schemes such as
batching, patching and stream merging, is analyzed from the
transmission cost viewpoint. The authors show that even a relatively small prefix cache (10%–20% of the video repository)
is sufficient to realize substantial savings in transmission cost,
and that a carefully designed scheme can produce significant
cost savings, even in predominantly unicast environments.
The paper “Caching strategies in transcoding-enabled proxy
systems for streaming media distribution networks,” by Shen,
Lee, and Basu, presents a solution to the heterogeneity of the
distribution infrastructure, by enabling transcoding in network
caching proxies. The authors propose to trade off computation with storage, with three different caching strategies.
In each strategy, the proxy can serve low resolution stream
requests by transcoding higher resolution versions stored in
the cache. Performance of the different policies are analyzed
under various user access patterns, and it is shown that, with a
small computational load, transcoding at proxy improves the
effectiveness of the cache, and decreases the user-perceived
latency compared to a LRU-based caching strategy. Finally, in
the paper “Smooth workload adaptive broadcast,” Guo, Gao,
Towsley, and Sen present a bandwidth-efficient framework for
delivering popular videos to a large, asynchronous client population with time-varying demand characteristics. Two main
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components are integral parts of the framework: the innovative workload adaptive broadcast architecture and the novel
flexible periodic broadcast scheme (FPB) that exhibits the
smooth transition property. The architecture supports an arbitrary periodic broadcast as well as parsimonious transmission,
workload adaptation, and (near-)instantaneous playback. The
authors show that the bandwidth usage, proportional to the
workload thanks to the adaptive broadcast, is smaller for
FPB than for other schemes such as dynamic skyscraper and
GDB3.
The guest editorial team of this Special Issue would like to
thank all of the authors for submitting their fine work to this
Special Issue. Thanks to the hard work of the reviewers who
provided their expert reviews under very tight schedules, the
quality of the final papers presented in this Special Issue has
been greatly improved. Without their contributions, this Special
Issue would not have been so timely and successful.
Finally we would like to thank Prof. Tsuhan Chen, the Editor-in-Chief, for approving the proposal of this Special Issue
and for the tremendous support and guidance (including pressure) he has provided throughout the process, Prof. Ming-Ting
Sun, the Past Editor-in-Chief, for his encouragement and advice
in the early stage of this Special Issue. Thanks also to Deborah
Tomaro from the Signal Processing Society’s publication office
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for taking care of all details throughout the whole process of this
Special Issue.
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